Who benefits from an online interactive school locator?

**Families**
Parents are used to instant access to information 24/7. It shouldn't be hard to find district data on school boundaries, bus stops, and even directions to schools. Streamline how families connect to your district through a school locator platform.

**School Administrators**
Relieve your office staff of fielding repetitive phone calls. A web-based school locator can decrease inquiries from the community and requires no manual updates.

**School Leaders**
Be better prepared for long-range school planning sessions. A school mapping platform can help administrators and planners process and visualize data in an easier, more effective way.

**Communities**
School locators improve communication and foster involvement in student education by connecting the community to the information they need. It's one easy way to build a bridge between your district and the community.

Need help choosing the right school locator? Use our Choosing a School Locator checklist to find the best fit for your district.

Connect your entire educational community!